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From its discovery, crack closure was recognized as a key aspect in understanding
the fatigue crack growth process. Considering the condition of plane stress, a vast amount
of research has been conducted experimentally, analytically, and numerically to
understand the complex process of fatigue crack growth and crack closure. Nonzero
crack opening stress values are routinely observed, and it seems that there is a general
agreement regarding the incidence of the phenomenon under plane stress. However,
investigations regarding crack closure under plane strain conditions are less abundant.
Moreover, the existence of crack closure under the plane strain state of the stress has been
questioned.
The importance of accurate measurements of closure to predict adequately fatigue
crack growth rates should not be underestimated. Models employed to predict fatigue

crack growth rates rely on plasticity-induced crack closure concepts, and the validity of
plasticity-induced crack closure depends on crack closure measurements. Crack closure
measurements can be performed with Elber’s Method, the ASTM standard(Compliance
offset method), or it may be done alternatively by the compliance ratio (CR) or the
adjusted compliance ratio method (ACR).
In this research, a small scale yielding two-parameter modified boundary layer
analysis is performed to study the occurrence of plasticity-induced fatigue crack closure
under constant amplitude loading and plane strain conditions. A wide range of T-stresses
and KI levels are considered in the finite element analysis with the purpose of exploring
the behavior of the crack opening stress. Crack closure was observed for some values of
T-stress. Other values of T-stress resulted in an absence of closure under steady state
conditions.
In addition, an elastic-plastic finite element model was used to simulate a growing
fatigue crack with WARP3D software.

The computed displacements were used to

determine the effective stress intensity factor range ΔKeff with the ASTM standard
compliance offset approach, the (CR) method, and the (ACR) method. Finally,
measurement location effects on ACR and the ability of ACR method to remove residuals
stresses were investigated.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
A major task for engineers is to develop and design structural components to
perform a specific function. In achieving this goal engineers face various challenges
to meet the requirements needed in any particular situation. A major concern in
designing components arises when they undergo repeated loads. To deal with this
situation, several approaches have been developed. These methods are: Stress-Life
Method, Strain-Life Method, and the Fatigue Crack Growth Method [1].
The fatigue crack growth method has long attracted marked interest by
researchers. This method postulates that the main driving force for fatigue crack
growth is the stress intensity factor range ΔK. The estimation of fatigue crack growth
rates and the life of mechanical structures is the goal. This is achieved by using the
Paris equation which is given by
(1.1)

∆
Where

is the fatigue crack growth rate, A and n are constants of the material.
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The crack closure concept introduced by Elber has had an extraordinary
impact on fatigue research [2]. Crack closure occurs in fatigue crack growth when the
surfaces of the crack make contact before the tensile load becomes zero. When
closure is accounted for, the driving force for fatigue crack growth is modified to be
ΔKeff, the effective stress intensity range, and it is defined as follows:
(1.2)

∆

Where Kmax is the maximum stress intensity factor, and Kop is the crack opening
stress intensity factor. Figure 1.1 shows each of these terms. The practice of replacing
the stress intensity range by the effective stress intensity factor range in the Paris
equation is a well established approach.

2

Figure 1.1. Effective Stress Intensity Range Factor

1.2 Research Motivation
Considering the condition of plane stress, a vast amount of research has been
conducted experimentally, analytically, and numerically to understand the complex
process of fatigue crack growth and crack closure. Nonzero crack opening stress
values are routinely observed, and it seems that there is a general agreement regarding
the incidence of the phenomenon under plane stress. However, investigations
regarding crack closure under plane strain conditions are less abundant. Moreover,
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the existence of crack closure under the plane strain state of the stress has been
questioned.
On the other hand, the importance of accurate measurements of closure to
predict adequately fatigue crack growth rates should not be underestimated. As
illustrated in Figure 1.2, models employed to predict fatigue crack growth rates rely
on plasticity-induced crack closure concept, and plasticity-induced crack closure
depends on crack closure measurements. The crack closure measurements can be
performed with the ASTM E647 standard [3], or it may be done alternatively by the
compliance ratio (CR), or the adjusted compliance ratio (ACR) method recently
introduced by Donald [4]. These methods are typically implemented experimentally.
While the ACR method has been investigated, most of this work has been
empirical in nature. Therefore, a mechanistic study of ACR would contribute to
improve the quality of the prediction models, and a better understanding of these
methodologies.

4

Figure 1.2. Crack Closure and Fatigue Crack Growth
Therefore, it is proposed that a modified boundary layer finite element
analysis study of the behavior of the crack opening stress intensity factor under plane
strain conditions be made. The existence of crack closure under plane strain
conditions and a small scale yielding condition will be investigated.
In addition, this research involves the use of an elastic-perfectly-plastic finite
element analysis to simulate a growing fatigue crack, to study the mechanics of ACR
method, and to gain a fundamental understanding of this methodology. The computed
crack displacements will be used to determine the effective stress intensity factor
range ΔKeff with the ASTM standard approach, the compliance ratio method CR, and
the adjusted compliance ratio method ACR. A comparison of the results will then be
carried out. Also, the hypothesis that the compliance ratio (CR) technique and the
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ACR method are equivalent will be evaluated.

In addition, the hypothesis that

adjusted compliance ratio method is independent of the measurement location and has
the ability to remove residual stresses will be studied.

1.3 Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the following research questions:
•

Does plasticity induced crack closure occur under plane strain conditions?

•

How does T-stress influence the behavior of the crack opening stress
intensity factor under plane strain conditions?

•

How does the performance of the adjusted compliance ratio method (ACR)
compare with the established standard method? Is CR method equivalent to
ACR method, and if so, under what conditions?

•

Are crack closure measurements performed with ACR method independent
of measurement location? Does the ACR method have the ability to remove
the effects of residual stresses from fatigue crack growth data?

1.4 Objectives of the Research
The objectives that were developed to this work are listed next:
•

Utilization of a modified boundary layer finite element analysis to study the
behavior of the crack opening stress intensity factor under plane strain
conditions.
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•

Investigate how T-stresses influence the behavior of the crack opening stress
intensity factor under plane strain conditions, and the existence of crack
closure under plane strain conditions with small scale yielding conditions.

•

Utilization of an elastic-plastic finite element model to simulate a growing
fatigue crack using WARP3D software.

•

Determine the displacements of the plastic wake behind the tip of a growing
fatigue crack and the crack tip opening.

•

Apply the ASTM compliance offset method, the compliance ratio technique,
and the adjusted compliance ratio method to compute ΔKeff, as a measurement
of crack closure and compare the results among the various methods.

•

Validate the hypothesis that compliance ratio technique and adjusted
compliance ratio method are equivalent.

•

Evaluate the presumption that the adjusted compliance method is independent
of the measurement location.

•

Prove the effectiveness of using the adjusted compliance method in removing
the effect of residual stresses from fatigue crack growth data.

1.5 Fatigue Crack Growth
Fatigue crack growth occurs when a crack is present in a part under cyclic
loading. These cracks can originate from metallurgical irregularities, manufacturing
process, welding, and machining.
7

The description of the fatigue crack growth process can be explained by
means of the following example. A plate with a center crack is cycled with a remote
stress, as shown in Figure 1.3. The length of the crack is 2a, and the stress varies from
a minimum value σmin to a maximum value σmax. If the load is applied during a period
of ΔN cycles, the crack grows Δa.

Figure 1.3. a) Plate under Remote Stress, b) Cyclic Stress applied to the Plate
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The fatigue crack growth rate,

is defined as the change of length crack

with respect to the number of cycles. When the crack length is plotted against the
number of cycles a graph like that shown in Figure 1.4 is obtained. The fatigue crack
growth rate is the slope of this curve.

Figure 1.4. Fatigue Crack Growth
The general case is when the stress amplitude is constant, with the maximum stress
and minimum stress remaining constant. The maximum stress and minimum stress
are related by the stress ratio R defined as.
(1.3)
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Researchers separate the fatigue process in several phases. In general there
exists agreement about the major phases involved, and most agree that there exists
two major stages, I and II. Stage I is referred to as small crack growth period, and the
second Stage is called the long crack growth period. In the second period, the crack
grows until final fracture. The fatigue crack growth approach considers only the
second stage of the process in the analysis. These stages are illustrated in Figure 1.5
[5].

Figure 1.5. Phases of Fatigue
1.6 Crack Closure Concept
A crack in an elastic body under a cyclic loading will open during the loading
portion of the cycle. In the same fashion during the unloading section the crack will
be closed when the load reduces to zero.
Elber was the first to demonstrate that a fatigue crack can be closed under
tensile applied stresses [2]. Crack closure occurs in the fatigue crack growth process
10

when the surfaces of the crack contact before the tensile load becomes zero. When
closure is accounted for, the driving force for fatigue crack growth is modified to be
ΔKeff, the effective stress intensity range, and it is defined as follows:
(1.4)

∆

Where Kmax is the maximum stress intensity factor, and Kop is the crack opening
stress intensity factor. Figure 1.1 shows each of these terms. The practice of replacing
the stress intensity range by the effective stress intensity factor range in the Paris
equation is a well established approach.
The original work of Elber suggested that the load-displacement curve should
be used to determine the opening load Pop. Then, the opening load corresponds to the
point on the load-displacement curve where the nonlinear section ends and the linear
section starts. Figure 1.6 shows how to compute the crack opening load from the
load-displacement curve using reduced displacements as Elber has suggested [6].
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Figure 1.6. Opening Load Defined by Elber
1.7 Nomenclature of a Growing Fatigue Crack
Specific terminology is used in fracture mechanics to refer to the different
regions around a crack tip. These terms are illustrated in Figure 1.7. The crack is
idealized to advance in a plane. The fatigue crack growth process develops several
regions. At maximum load the forward plastic zone region is formed, and at
minimum load the reversed plastic zone. The plastic wake is the region below and
above of the crack surface that is caused by plastically deformed material left by the
cyclic loads and crack advance.
The crack tip is the location for extremely high stress and strains, and the
point that is advancing as the crack grows. The crack tip is the reference location for
crack closure measurements. The crack front is not indicated in Figure 1.7, but it is
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the extension of the crack tip through the thickness. The crack plane is the plane
where the crack is located.

Figure 1.7. Terminology of a Growing Fatigue Crack
1.8 Organization of this Research
This research was organized in the following manner. In Chapter I the
motivation of this research is explained, an introduction to the fatigue crack growth
subject, and the crack closure concept are explained. Also, the statement of the
problem and the objectives of this work are provided.
Chapter II discusses the literature regarding plasticity induced crack closure
under plane strain conditions. Also, the importance of crack closure measurements is
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discussed. The new methodologies of CR and ACR measurements methods are
examined.
Chapter III discusses the modified boundary layer model and how it is applied
to simulate crack closure under plane strain conditions. Also, modeling of plasticityinduced crack closure by means of a conventional finite element analysis is
explained.
In Chapter IV, results and a discussion regarding the incidence of crack
closure under plane strain conditions are provided. Also, the influence of T-stresses
on crack closure is discussed.
In Chapter V, results considering crack closure measurements computed with
the ASTM standard, CR, and ACR methods are given. The effects of measurement
location on ACR and the influence of residual stresses on ACR are discussed.
Chapter VI contains the conclusions of this Research.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
From its discovery, crack closure was recognized as a key aspect in
understanding the fatigue crack growth process. The direct consequence was a
modification of the Paris relation to include crack closure in the form of ΔKeff, the
effective stress intensity factor range. This ΔKeff, the driving force for crack growth,
defines the crack growth rates that occur under cyclic loading.

Thus, variables

affecting fatigue crack growth directly affect crack closure. Fatigue crack growth
rates depends on factors such as stress ratio, material properties, type of geometry,
state of stress (plane stress or plane strain), and Kmax, the maximum stress intensity
factor. Consequently the effective stress intensity factor and crack closure depend on
the same factors.
Considering the condition of plane stress, a vast amount of research has been
conducted experimentally, analytically, and numerically to understand the complex
process of fatigue crack growth and crack closure. Nonzero crack opening stress
values are routinely observed, and it seems that there is a general agreement regarding
the incidence of the phenomenon under plane stress. However, investigations
regarding crack closure under plane strain conditions are less abundant. Moreover,
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the existence of crack closure under plane strain state of the stress has been
questioned.
2.2 Crack Closure Under Plane Strain Conditions
Early experimental work due to Lindley and Richards [7], and Pitoniak et al.
[8] reported no crack closure under plane strain conditions. Conversely, Ewalds and
Furnee [9], and Manhulikar et al. [10] observed closure in their plane strain
experiments. Analytically the problem has also been studied with the strip-yield
model. However, the strip-yield method is considered more appropriate for plane
stress. Nonetheless, with modifications a strip-yield model has been implemented to
evaluate the levels of closure under plane strain conditions by Newman [11].
Due to the complexity of the fatigue crack growth process, the finite element
(FE) method is attractive for study of crack closure. Much knowledge regarding crack
closure has been obtained through the use of FE, and this technique will be used to
analyze crack closure under plane strain in this work.
Blom and Holm were the first to report a nonzero crack opening load value
under plane strain conditions [12]. They carried out a numerical and experimental
study of crack closure under both plane stress and plane strain conditions. They found
that crack closure existed under plane strain when considering a compact tension
specimen, with an opening value of K0/Kmax=0.3 being reported with R=0.05.
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Another early investigation regarding crack closure under plane strain
conditions was performed by Fleck [13], and Fleck and Newman [14]. They proposed
that the crack opening stress was a function of R, T-stress, crack advance, yield
strength, elasticity modulus, and Poisson’s ratio. They evaluated the influence of
these variables on a growing crack under plane strain conditions. They did not find
evidence that material properties had significant influence on crack closure. Their
research considered three geometries, the middle-crack tension (MT), the single edge
notch in tension (SENT), and the single edge notch bend (SENB). They suggested
that crack closure depends on the T-stress and crack length, and typical results are
shown in Figure 2.1. Moreover, Fleck and Newman reported that after some crack
growth, the crack was closing first at some point behind the crack tip, and they used
the term discontinuous crack closure to describe this behavior. They suggested that
crack closure under plane strain conditions has a transient nature, with a steady-state
value approaching zero.

17

Figure 2.1. Transient Behavior for Opening Load observed by Fleck and Newman
[13,14]
Sehitoglu and Sun studied the mechanism of crack closure under plane strain
conditions [15, 16]. They proposed that the transfer of material required for crack
closure comes from the x transverse direction of the crack plane and that crack
closure is the consequence of the accumulation of plastic strain in this direction. They
modeled the compact (CT) geometry and observed the occurrence of crack closure
under plane strain conditions. The range of opening load values observed is given in
Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2. Normalized Opening Load observed against Normalized Maximum Load
(P0= Load at Yield Strength of the Material) by Sehitoglu and Sun
[15,16]
Considering both plane stress and plane strain conditions, a study of crack
closure was carried out by McClung et al. [17]. In this work the emphasis was given
to the mechanism and mechanics of crack closure in plane stress and plane strain, and
the question of whether crack closure exists under the plane strain state was
approached. A middle-crack tension specimen (MT), was modeled for a general
aluminum alloy under applied stress levels σmax/σ0<0.4, and crack lengths a/W≈0.3.
The transient behavior of the opening stress was not discussed, but they established
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that in all the ranges analyzed steady state closure behavior was observed. For the
stress level σmax/σ0=0.4 an opening value of 0.2 was reported.
The influence of crack closure on fatigue crack growth rate behavior was also
evaluated by Wei and James [18]. They modeled the compact (CT) specimen under
plane stress and plane strain conditions. The CT specimen was cycled at different
stress ratios and constant amplitude loadings. Crack closure was observed for both
plane strain and plane stress conditions.
The stabilization process and guidelines for simulation of crack closure under
plane strain conditions were the subject of an investigation performed by Lee and
Song [19]. They found stable steady state levels of crack closure using different initial
crack lengths and different stress ratios. The behavior of the transient opening stress
was found to be similar to that reported by Fleck and Newman, as shown in Figure
2.3. They emphasized the differences in crack closure stabilization for plane stress
and plane strain. For plane stress an increasing opening value was observed until a
stable behavior resulted, contrasting with plane strain conditions where a maximum
was first detected, followed by a decreasing opening stress value. They observed that
after 15-25 cycles of loading a steady state was reached, equivalent to four times the
monotonic plastic zone for plane strain conditions.
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Figure 2.3. Transient Behavior for Opening Stress a) Plane Strain Conditions
Observed by Lee and Song [19], and b) Plane Stress Conditions
Observed Fleck and Newman [13,14]
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Zhao et al. [20] investigated the physical contact of the crack surfaces under
cyclic loading. This research included the influence of the material model. The
geometry analyzed was a compact tension specimen (width= 26 mm) subjected to
plane stress and plane strain conditions. The mesh sizes used were 0.0507 mm and
0.0127 mm. They observed closure over only one element for both meshes in all
models, concluding that closure does not exist for the CT specimen under plane strain
loading.
Solanki et al. [21, 22] studied mesh refinement issues in modeling crack
closure including plane stress and plane strain. For plane strain, they reported some
convergence related difficulties with the CT geometry, such that decreasing the
element size resulted in a continuously decreasing opening load. They concluded that
this problem was related to the positive T-stress inherent in the CT geometry,
suggesting that positive T-stress deters the occurrence of crack closure.

They

concluded that crack closure was negligible for the CT specimen, but crack closure
exists for the MT geometry because of the negative T-stresses in this type of
specimen.
Plane strain and plane stress studies using experimental and numerical
methods were conducted by Dougherty et al [23]. In their FE analysis, they modeled
the compact specimen, and found crack closure for both plane stress and plane strain.
Their experiments yielded different crack growth rates according to the thickness of
the specimen. Thinner specimens exhibited lower crack growth rates and thicker
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specimens produced higher crack growth rates. This observation suggests a crack
closure influence on fatigue crack growth and a dependency of constraint as well.
Ashbaugh et al [24]. also conducted an experimental and analytical plane strain study.
They tested and modeled the CT specimen, and the material was an aluminum copper
alloy. Their experiments reported crack closure at stress ratios of 0.1 and 0.3. The
transient crack opening stress behavior observed was similar to that reported by Fleck
[13]. Their experimental observations were in agreement with that obtained by the FE
solution and crack opening stress value of 0.3 was measured and observed by both
experimental and FE methods at R=0.1.
Zapatero et al. [25] researched the crack advance length per cycle and the
total crack length in a CT geometry. They examined plane stress and plane strain
conditions. They simulated a broad range of stress ratios (0≤R≤0.9) to analyze the
influence on crack closure. This study provided evidence that closure is significant at
high stress ratios. The opening values obtained for plane strain and plane stress were
similar at high stress ratios (R≥0.7). However, for lower stress ratios including R=0,
the opening values for plane strain were lower than that for plane stress. GonzalezHerrera and Zapatero [26] also studied the meshing criteria and its influence on crack
closure modeling. They found crack closure under plane strain conditions, but
discontinuous behavior was reported.
Singh et al. [27] recently researched the occurrence of discontinuous closure
and the incidence of near crack tip node contact. They modeled the MT specimen
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under plane stress and plane strain conditions. Meticulous studies led them to
conclude that discontinuous closure occurs in plane strain and plane stress conditions.
They attribute this behavior to the crack extension procedure, and it was more
prevalent under plane strain conditions. A steady state crack opening stress was not
observed under plane strain and the closure that was seen was associated with precrack contact and anomalous closure (first node), suggesting that crack closure does
not exist under plane strain conditions. Lei [28] performed a FE plane strain analysis
for the CT Specimen, using a stress ratio of R= -2.0. Discontinuous closure was
observed in his analysis also, and he concluded that it was unrelated to the plastic
wake but rather a function of crack tip blunting at maximum load.
An extensive research of 3D effects on plasticity-induced crack closure has
been conducted by Roychowdhury and Dodds [29-31]. They implemented for their
research a small-scale yielding boundary layer model approach. They incorporated a
kinematic hardening behavior for the material to approximate the Bauschinger effect.
They studied convergence of the opening stress and mesh refinement issues, and they
concluded that convergence occurs when the following conditions are met: more than
ten elements are present in the forward plastic zone, at least two elements in the
reversed plastic zone, and five layers exist through the half-thickness [29]. Also, they
observed that the crack front does not close uniformly through the thickness,
markedly for lower load levels [30]. At the mid-thickness, as the load was increased,
the opening value increased significantly. In addition, they investigated the influence
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of T-stress on crack closure [31]. They found in this later study that the opening stress
intensity factor depends on both the applied normalized K and T-stress levels. At the
mid-thickness crack closure was observed for both negative and positive T-stresses.
In more recent research Alizadeh et al. [32] and De Matos and Nowell [33]
investigated the closure behavior of 3D models and compared them with 2D models.
Alizadeth et al. found a transient crack closure behavior under plane strain conditions
identical to previous work [7, 13, 14 and 19]. They observed crack closure at the midthickness to be in agreement with their plane strain 2D solution if the thickness was
sufficiently large.
De Matos and Nowell [33] researched the crack growth scheme used in
modeling crack closure. The interest in clarifying the existence of crack closure and
the possible discontinuous nature of closure under plane strain was the focus of this
work. It was proposed that an ideal method to model crack closure should replicate
the same rate of crack propagation as seen experimentally. This rate was represented
by the number of cycles between node releases. They examined four node release
schemes, the node release was executed after one, two, three, and four cycles. They
modeled the MT geometry with stress levels σmax/σ0 of 0.4 and 0.5, and a stress ratio
of R=0. The mesh sizes used in the study were 0.01 and 0.005 mm. They concluded
that crack closure under plane strain state depends on crack propagation rate, and it
was suggested that two cycles between node releases were the best choice to
represent the propagation rate for 2D conditions. In their studies, a steady state crack
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opening stress was not found under plane strain crack conditions, regardless of the
amount of crack growth modeled. A graph of the transient behavior observed is
shown in Figure 2.4. They concluded that crack closure exists only at the beginning
of the crack growth process, and then it decreases to zero.

Figure 2.4. Transient Behavior for Opening Stress Observed by De Matos and
Nowell [33]
The status to date regarding the existence of crack closure under plane strain
remains unclear. Some research supports the existence of closure, and other research
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offers proof that it does not exist. Despite the great effort spent over the years in the
understanding the crack closure phenomenon, the existence of closure in plane strain
needs to be clarified.
Most research has considered the (MT) and (CT) geometries, How can the
analysis and conclusions be extended to other geometries and loading types? The
need for research to explain contradictory results and a medium to extend conclusions
to an ample range of geometries is clear. The aim of this work is to contribute to the
clarification of the existence of crack closure under plane strain conditions with small
scale yielding at the crack tip. To study the behavior of the crack opening stress, a
modified boundary layer analysis will be used.

2.3 Influence of Strain Hardening on Crack Closure
Sehitoglu and Sun [15-16] investigated the crack closure mechanism under
plane strain conditions. They considered in their studies a material model that
included kinematic hardening. Two levels of strain hardening were analyzed, low
hardening (H/E= 0.01) and high hardening (H/E= 0.07), where H is the hardening
modulus of the material. Figure 2.5 shows the crack opening load values that they
observed.
Identical levels of strain hardening were used by McClung et al. [34] in their
studies of the effects of maximum stress, strain hardening, and yield strength on crack
closure. Figure 2.6 shows the crack opening load values that they observed for plane
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stress conditions. Despite the fact that the focus of the research was on plane stress
conditions, they reported some plane strain crack opening stress values also. These
results are incorporated in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5. Crack Opening Load with Different Levels of Hardening Observed by
Sehitoglu and Sun [15-16], and McClung and Sehitoglu [34]
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Figure 2.6. Crack Opening Load with Different Levels of Hardening Observed by
McClung and Sehitoglu [34].
In a later survey made by Sehitoglu at al. [35], they suggested that the main
driving force for fatigue crack growth is function of the stress level, the stress ratio,
the ratio H/E, and the ratio of effective stress to hydrostatic stress. Their investigation
found that there is a significant impact on the crack opening values when hardening is
involved in the model.
More recently the cyclic hardening effects on crack closure have been
investigated by Pommier [36]. She researched the effects of crack tip plasticity on
plasticity induced crack closure. She observed a shift of the compressive residual
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stresses plastic zone located between the crack front and behind the crack tip, when
hardening is present in the material. Thus, she suggested that the amount of hardening
and rate of hardening increase the level of crack closure. Therefore, she suggested
that hardening improves the resistance to fatigue crack growth.
2.4 T-stress and its Role in Fatigue Crack Growth
The solution for the stress and displacement near a crack tip was derived by
Williams [37]. His solution, including the second term of the expansion, is given by
equations (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) where σxx and σyy, are the normal stresses and τxy is
the shear stress in the 2D plane. The higher order terms are represented by O(r,θ).
The second term in equation (1) is called the T-stress.

√

√

(2.1)

,

√

,

(2.2)

,

(2.3)

This term represents a constant stress in the crack advance direction. Larson and
Carlson [38] were the first to use this term to explain constraint differences due to the
geometry in fracture mechanics, where constraint refers to the resistance to plastic
deformation which depends on geometry and loading type [39]. Later, analytical
studies by Rice [40] proved that the differences in T-stresses among geometries were
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attributed to constraint. Leevers and Radon [41] introduced β the biaxiality ratio
given by:
√

(2.4)
Figure 2.7 shows the biaxiality ratio for various specimens [42, 43, and 44].

Betegon and Hancock’s investigation also contributed to strengthen the concept of
representing the constraint by means of the T-stress [45]. Hancock et al confirmed
later that constraint could be parameterized by the T-stress [46]. Presently, the
inclusion of the T-stresses to account for constraint is widely accepted. The T-stress
will be included in this work to extend the study of crack closure in plane strain to all
geometries and types of loading under small scale yielding conditions.
Fleck and Newman [13, 14] attributed the differences in crack closure
behavior for the middle-crack (MT) and the single-edge notch tension (SENT)
geometries to the T-stress. In addition, they observed that crack closure decreased as
the T-stress increased, which led them to conclude that closure vanished as T-stress
approached some value between 0.035-0.070 (see Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.7. Biaxial Ratio for some Geometries [42, 43, and 44]
A study of the effect of constraint near the crack tip on crack growth was
performed by Tong [47]. They conducted experimental tests on (CT), (SENT) and
(MT) geometries. The specimens were loaded with same ΔK, yet greater crack
growth rates were observed in the (CT) geometry, followed by the (SENT). The
lowest crack growth rate was seen in the (MT) geometry. This work suggests that
plasticity induced closure is promoted with negative T-stresses, whereas positive Tstresses restrict plasticity and produce greater crack growth rates. Hutar et al. [48]
also observed that constraint influences fatigue crack growth rates. However they
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observed greater crack growth rates for the (MT) geometry than for the (CT)
geometry. They also performed finite element analysis with the modified boundary
layer model to support their results [49]. A study of the elastic-plastic behavior of a
growing crack performed by Hamam et al. [50], which introduced crack tip plastic
blunting as a variable, reported an identical conclusion.
The two-parameter three-dimensional analysis conducted by Roychowdhury
and Dodds provided evidence of the existence of crack closure at the mid-thickness,
which is associated with plane strain conditions [31]. Their extensive analyses
investigated the influence of T-stress on crack opening values and the threedimensional nature of crack closure. Their work comprises T-stresses ranging from 0.8σ0 to 0.8σ0. They observed increases in crack opening values due to increases for
both positive and negative T-stresses.

2.5 Measurements of Crack Closure
The measurement of crack closure as it was defined by Elber presents
difficulties due to the ambiguity in determining Kop [2]. Several methods have been
implemented during the last thirty years of research on this subject. A recent survey
of measurement methods can be found in [51]. The standard approach to compute Kop
is defined by the ASTM E647 standard which suggests a 2% compliance offset [3].
Despite of the existence of a standard procedure to quantify crack closure, issues
remain associated with the practical implementation to accurately detect Kop. A
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significant issue is the measurement location effects on crack closure measurements.
Remote measurements are practical and they are the most used. However,
discrepancies have been observed when remote measurements are compared with
local measurements (near the crack tip) [23]. Another issue is the residual stresses
found in many applications which alter the crack closure measurements. Moreover, it
has been argued that there is some portion of the fatigue cycle below Kop that affects
fatigue crack growth rate [52-54]. However, Chen et al. [52-54] and others have used
2D elastic crack analysis and asperities to define Kop as the asperity lift-off load.
Whether the lift-off load is the correct crack opening load is debated.
Donald [4] has proposed the following alternate definition for crack closure: it
is a mechanism of stress redistribution or load transfer on the crack wake. This
conception of crack closure led him to propose that the effective stress intensity factor
is proportional to the crack tip strain range. The compliance ratio method (CR) was
produced as a result of this proposal. But, it was found that it was extremely sensitive
to the measurement location. Searching for a method not relying on crack tip strain
measurement, Donald introduced the adjusted compliance ratio method (ACR) [4]. In
addition, the ACR method is postulated to have the following features: (1) Accounts
for contribution of crack tip strain below the opening load, (2) does not need direct
measurements of local crack tip strain, and (3) does not require the offset used by the
ASTM E 647 standard.
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While the ACR method has been investigated, most of this work has been
empirical in nature [4, 55-58]. Therefore, a mechanistic study of ACR would
contribute to improve the quality of the prediction models, and a better understanding
of these methodologies.
2.6 Crack Opening Stress Measurement Issues and ACR Method
A better understanding of how to measure crack closure, or more correctly
crack opening stress (or load) consistently is of great relevance, and a method to
measure closure remotely would be attractive. Residual stresses present in specimens
also complicate measurement of crack closure. It is expected that more accurate crack
closure measurements would improve the quality of the fatigue life predictions,
particularly under variable amplitude loading. Therefore, the accuracy of methods,
the independency of measurement location, and the influence of residual stresses are
important issues when crack closure measurements are performed.
2.6.1 Measurement Location Dependency of Kop
Hudak and Davidson [59] performed research to understand the variables
surrounding the crack closure phenomenon. They did an evaluation of remote and
local (near the crack tip) crack closure measurements. They found that the remote
measurements were larger than the local measurements. The differences were
attributed to the measurement sensitivity and the constraint effects of the specimen.
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In order to avoid discrepancies, an automated method using global compliance
measurements to quantify crack closure that could be followed in a standardized basis
was proposed by Donald [60]. This work provided a standardized step by step
method. He found that a 2% change in slope measured in the load displacement curve
(offset) to determine ΔKeff was the best practice. A second round robin experimental
program on opening load measurement was conducted by the ASTM Task Group
E24.04.04 [61]. The compliance offset (the method suggested by Donald) and the
correlation coefficient methods were evaluated. A significant scatter in the opening
load results was seen. After an accept/reject criterion to accept the data was
introduced, the scatter was reduced. The differences observed among the methods
were not significant. The compliance offset method was preferred, and it was
established as the ASTM E 647 standard [3].
The ASTM standard considers a change in the slope of the load-displacement
curve to determine the opening load, Pop. This change in slope is evaluated through a
change in compliance defined by equation (2.5).
(2.5)
A more detailed description of the ASTM standard method is found in
reference [3]. Figure 2.8 illustrates the method graphically. The ASTM standard
recommends crack closure measurements at the crack mouth or the back face for the
compact tension geometry, and at the centerline for the center-cracked geometry.
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After the Kopp is obtainedd by the AST
TM standardd, the closure ratio U is calculated as
foollows:
∆
∆

(2.66)

∆

Where R is th
he stress ratioo.

Figure 2.8. Procedure too determine Pop with the ASTM Stanndard [3]
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Dougherty et al. [23] performed an experimental and numerical study of
crack closure. They did crack closure measurements at the crack mouth, at the back
face, and near the crack tip in a compact (CT) specimen. They observed that the
opening stress intensity factor measured at the crack tip was consistently higher than
the other measurements. However, Newman [62] has demonstrated numerically that
the crack opening load can be determined from any measurement location in a
cracked specimen using a 2D strip-yield model analysis and Elber’s reduced
displacement method [6].
2.6.2 Additional Damage Below Kop
Chen et al. [54] were the first to note that additional damage may be occurring
below the asperity lift-off stress, which they assumed was the conventional crack
opening stress. They proposed an experimental procedure to evaluate crack closure in
the near threshold regime [52], and they proposed a different procedure to determine
the effective stress intensity factor.
The compliance ratio method proposed by Donald also was developed to
allow consideration of damage below the conventional opening value Kop [4]. But,
again, Donald and Paris [58] used 2D elastic crack analysis and asperities to calculate
a lift-off load, which they also assumed to be the conventional crack opening value,
Kop. Donald proposed that the crack driving force for fatigue crack growth is
proportional to the crack tip strain field magnitude. Such as definition led to him to
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propose that the ratio between the effective stress intensity range and the applied
stress intensity range is equal to the ratio between the crack tip strain range in the
presence of closure Δεcl and the strain range in the absence of closure Δεnc. The
compliance ratio was defined as follows:
∆

(2.7)

∆

Alternatively the UCR can be written as
(2.8)
Where, Cs= Δεcl/ΔP is the inverse slope of secant drawn between minimum loadstrain and maximum load-strain, and C0= Δεnc/ΔP is the inverse slope of load-strain
above opening load, as shown in Figure 2.9. Then, an effective stress intensity range
is determined as follows:
∆

(2.9)

·∆

However, the (CR) technique was devised for measurements near the crack tip
(local measurements). Donald introduced the adjusted compliance ratio method
(ACR) to in an attempt to remove the location dependency of UCR [4]. The adjusted
compliance ratio was defined as:
(2.10)
Where Ci= δi/Pi is the inverse slope of the load-displacement curve prior to initiation
of a crack from a notch. Ci is the compliance of the specimen including the notch, and
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it is measured in a remote location. When the ACR method is used, the effective
stress intensity range is given by:
∆

(2.11)

·∆

Figure 2.9. Definition of Compliance Ratio
2.7 Properties of ACR Method
The following properties have been attributed to the (ACR) method: account
for damage contributions below the conventional Kop, use of measurements remote to
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the crack tip, geometry independent, crack length independence, and the ability to
remove residual stresses.
Evidence of the location measurement independency of UACR was presented
by Donald et al [56]. They evaluated experimentally three aluminum alloys with the
(MT) and (CT) geometries. They considered two location measurements in the
specimen to evaluate UACR and UASTM. They observed that UACR was higher than
UASTM for all the tests. The UACR was not sensitive to the measurement location while
UASTM was sensitive to measurement location. The UACR and UASTM shown sensitivity
to the crack length but less variation with UASTM was observed.
A numerical and experimental effort to study the near crack tip region under
plasticity induced fatigue crack closure was performed by McClung and Davidson
[63]. With data derived from their finite element analysis, they suggested that the
crack tip strain below Sop was insignificant for the Paris regime. Also, they
determined the conventional Sop as defined by ASTM standard and the ACR method
as well. In addition, they observed that the ACR method provided higher closure
ratios than the ASTM method.
A study to compare the effective stress intensity factor range against closurefree data was conducted by Graham et al [64]. They used a Ti-6A1-4V alloy and the
compact (CT) specimen in their experiments with constant stress ratio. The ACR and
ASTM standard methods were applied to obtain ΔKeff. They reported difficulties
determining ΔKeff with the ASTM standard near threshold. This was attributed to the
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noise in the load-displacement signal. They found that UACR was significantly higher
than the UASTM. The fatigue crack growth rates were correlated against the effective
stress intensity range obtained with ASTM standard, the ACR method, and data
obtained at high stress ratio. They observed that the data produced with the ACR
method compared well with ΔK data at high stress ratio, suggesting that the ACR
method represents free-closure behavior. They concluded that the ASTM method
overestimates closure and ACR method may underestimates it.
Zonker et al. [65] performed experimental studies to evaluate the ability of
ACR to estimate closure-free data from standard long crack data, and to account for
residual stresses. This research was conducted in aluminum alloys with the (MT) and
(CT) specimens. They observed that the effective stress intensity factor ΔKeff
provided by the ACR method was higher than the one obtained with the ASTM
method. The threshold values determined with the ASTM method were observed to
be lower than the ACR method. In addition, they correlated fatigue crack growth rate
data against the ΔKeff determined with the ACR method including residual stresses,
and a better correlation was seen with ACR than with the ASTM standard. This
correlation was accepted as a measure of accounting for residual stress.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
3.1 Introduction
The study of fatigue crack growth is complex and requires the application of
extensive experimental programs. A test program is costly and requires a significant
number of samples to make the study reliable from a statistics perspective. However,
some aspects are difficult to observe due to the complexity of the fatigue crack
growth process itself. Due to that complexity the finite element (FE) method is
attractive for study of crack closure. Much knowledge regarding crack closure has
been obtained through the use of FE, and this technique will be used to analyze crack
closure under planes stress and plane strain in this work.
Two finite element models were employed in this research. A conventional
plasticity crack closure model was implemented for the investigation of crack closure
measurements. A different finite element model called the modified boundary layer
models was implemented to study crack closure under plane strain conditions.
In this chapter, the FE procedure used to simulate a growing fatigue crack is
explained in detail. Also, geometries, boundary conditions, material model, and node
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release scheme used are discussed. Finally, a brief description of the research
software used is included.
3.2 Modeling of Plasticity Induced Crack Closure
Modeling of plasticity induced crack closure by FE consists, first in the
creation of a mesh for the cracked geometry with a refined mesh in the crack region.
Second, the model is remotely stressed under cyclic loading. Then the crack tip node
is released to advance the crack one element to simulate crack growth. Crack closure
is determined by monitoring the crack face contact during unloading. Crack opening
load is determined by the applied load that causes the crack to be fully open.
There are various issues in the analysis of crack closure. Mesh refinement,
stabilization of crack opening stress, crack surface contact, crack advance scheme,
and crack opening assessment location. All of these issues have been evaluated by
Solanki et al. [21, 22]. Here, their recommendations regarding modeling of plasticity
crack closure were followed.
3.3 Modified Boundary Layer Analysis Model
The modified boundary analysis was introduced by Larsson and Carlson [38]
to study the stress state near a crack tip under small scale yielding conditions. An
excellent description of the modified boundary layer model (MBL) and a discussion
of the advantages and limitations are found in Anderson [44], and Roychowdhury and
Dodds [29].
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The modified boundary layer model replicates the near-tip conditions of any
geometry. The major advantage of the model is that the crack length and the
geometry are not directly controlled parameters. However, the plastic zone must be
well-confined within the circular region, see Figure 3.1. The disk represents an
isolated portion of the structure (geometry) being analyzed. On the boundary of the
model displacements are applied to induce a specified K and T-stress.
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Figure 3.1. Isolated Confined Plastic Zone
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3.3.1 Finite Element (FE) Model
The model designed for this investigation is a 3D geometry that reproduces
the behavior of a 2D geometry under plane strain conditions. The finite element
model is a disk composed by several sectors and rings. One half of the model is
simulated due to the symmetry as is shown in Figure 3.2. The disk utilized consists of
24-32 sectors and 30-37 rings. The model is constrained in the z direction, and the
radius of the disk is r=50 mm. Several disks with the same radius, but different levels
of mesh refinement were prepared. An 8-node isoparametric element was used with
one element through thickness. The size of the elements ranges from 0.00025 to 0.005
mm.
The tractions applied to the model are given by equations (2.1)-(2.3), and they
are imposed using the following applied displacements.
1
3

(3.1)
(3.2)

Where, µ= Shear Modulus, κ=3-4ν (for Plane Strain), ν= Poisson’s Ratio, and KI=
stress intensity factor, r= disk radius [44].
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3.3.2 Material Properties and Model Material
The material analyzed is a A7075-T6 aluminum alloy with Modulus of
Elasticity E= 72 GPa, Yield strength σ0= 480 MPa, and Poisson’s ratio ν= 0.3. A
bilinear model material is used with a tangent Modulus H/E=0.01.

Figure 3.2. Modified Boundary Layer Model
3.3.3 Boundary Conditions and Node Release with WARP3D
Most of the early investigations regarding the simulation of fatigue crack
growth demanded the development of custom software. The simulation of crack
growth using node release schemes requires the writing of macros or scripts when
commercial software is utilized. Despite the variety and flexibility of commercial
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packages there remains the inconvenience of investing much time in adapting the
software for crack closure simulations. Among these conditions are the inclusion of
boundary conditions along the crack wake, and the node release scheme.
WARP3D, a research code focused on fatigue and fracture mechanics
applications, has been developed at the University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign) by
the Computational Fracture Mechanics Group led by Robert Dodds [66]. This
software has a structure to simulate fatigue crack growth that is clear and easy to
implement to specific situations. For crack growth simulation, three procedures are
provided: element extinction, node release, and cohesive elements. The node release
scheme to simulate crack growth has been used by many researchers and was chosen
for the present work. The node release scheme is implemented at maximum load in
each applied load cycle.

3.4 Methodology to Study Crack Closure Measurements
The steps followed to determine the crack closure ratio are shown in Figure
3.3. The finite element technique replicates a fatigue crack growth test (virtual test).
These virtual tests provide the surface displacements as in experimental work. Next,
the opening stress intensity factor Kop or crack closure ratio U is calculated with each
of the methods. Finally, the U ratios are evaluated and compared, and the hypotheses
detailed in chapter I are investigated.
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Figure 3.3. Methodology to Study Crack Closure Measurements
3.4.1 Finite Element Analysis
The finite element method was implemented to obtain the surface
displacements of the specimen at several locations under plane stress conditions. Two
geometries were used in this research, the middle-crack (MT) and the center-hole
specimens (CHT). The (MT) geometry was used to study the location independence
of the (ACR) method, and its equivalence with the compliance ratio (CR) method.
The center-hole specimen was used to study the residual stresses effects on the (ACR)
method. The geometric features of the two specimens are indicated in Figure 3.4. The
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dimensions are as follows: W= 40 mm, and H= 40 mm for both geometries. In
addition, for the center hole geometry the radius of the hole was r=4.0 mm. The initial
crack length for the MT and CHT specimens are a0= 4.0 mm, and a0= 4.5 mm
respectively. An elastic-perfectly plastic model material was chosen with the
following properties: A7075-T6 Aluminum alloy, Yield strength, σ0= 480 MPa,
Modulus of Elasticity, E=72 GPa, and a Poisson’s ratio, ν=0.3.

Figure 3.4. Middle-crack (MT) and Center-hole (CHT) Geometries
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Three-dimensional finite element models with one element through thickness
were designed to simulate a growing fatigue crack under plane stress conditions.
Isoparametric eight-node elements were used. Due to symmetry the models consisted
of a quarter of the specimen geometry. The models were constrained in the y
direction along the crack face, in the x direction along the plane y=0, and along the
plane z=0. The two finite element models are shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6.
WARP3D, a finite element research code oriented to fatigue and fracture
mechanics applications was used [66]. This software has a structure to simulate
fatigue crack growth that facilitates the implementation to specific conditions. The
node release scheme to advance the crack during the simulation process was chosen.
This scheme is incorporated directly within the program, and the node release was
applied at maximum load in each cycle. The model was cycled between a maximum
remote stress and zero with a load increment of 2% of the maximum stress σmax.
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Figure 3.5. MT FEA Moodel

Figure 3.6. CHT FEA Model
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3.5 WARP3D Research Code
WARP3D is a Finite Element Research Code oriented to solve 3D problems
in the fracture mechanics and fatigue fields. It has special procedures to simulate
fatigue crack growth. The structure of the program is linear and easy to follow. Figure
3.7 shows each of the sections within the WARP3D program. The first section
requires the name of the structure to be analyzed, and the size of the model. It is, the
number of elements and the number of nodes. In the second section the type of
material model is declared, for instance bilinear and its corresponding parameters.
Next, the type of each element used in the model, and the coordinates of all the nodes
are defined. This section requires also the connectivity matrix. Due to the fact that the
code makes use of a parallel mode on computers with multi-processors, a step of
element grouping is performed to optimize the simulations. This step is carried out by
the Patwarp program included with WARP3D. After this, the constraints are defined
(boundary conditions). Next is the declaration of the load pattern and a load
increment. Finally, the controlling parameters are defined, first the parameters
controlling the solution (for example: small displacements), and type of crack growth.
Next the parameters that control the output, for instance a request to compute nodal
displacements or element stresses.
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Figure 3.7. Structure of a WARP3D Program
The key input to WARP3D is the Patran Neutral File, a standard type of file
that is used to exchange information between commercial software. Therefore, in this
work models were developed in the commercial package ANSYS, and then the Patran
files were generated. The Patwarp program is used to produce the input file to
WARP3D, the coordinates, the incidences, and the constraints of the model. Some
changes are performed if needed to adjust to specific conditions, for example a
material model and its specific parameters can be edited manually. Then, the program
is ready to be ran. After the program has completed the simulation a post-processing
step is needed. This phase was performed with custom Fortran programs developed
for this purpose. Figure 3.7 shows each of the steps of the fatigue crack growth
simulation process using WARP3D.
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Figure 3.8. Steps of the Fatigue Crack Growth Simulation Process Using WARP3D
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CHAPTER IV
PLANE STRAIN CLOSURE AS A
FUNCTION OF T-STRESS
4.1 Simulation Plan and Mesh Size
A number of analyses were performed to cover a wide range of constraint
values. The applied T-stress ranged from -0.8σ0 to 0.8σ0, and the stress intensity
factor from 0.1KIC to 0.7 KIC, where KIC is the fracture toughness of the material. In
total, 68 simulations were performed with 4 stress intensity levels and 17 T-stress
levels.
The first task to address was to determine an appropriate mesh size for each
Kmax/KIC level. A first estimate of the forward plastic zone was given by equation
(4.1).
(4.1)
Where α= 3 for plane strain. Equation (4.1) permitted an initial estimate of the
required mesh size defined as 0.1rf. From this initial mesh, a mesh refinement was
conducted until the requirement that at least ten elements in the forward plastic zone
and three elements in the reversed plastic zone were observed. The approach held
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here was to find the required mesh size for each level of Kmax/KIC instead of using one
mesh size for all the levels tested.

4.2 Transient Behavior of Crack Closure
In this section the transient behavior of the crack opening stress intensity
factor will be explained in detail as well as the stabilization process. The stabilization
of the normalized opening stress intensity factor, Kop/Kmax is of primary interest in
defining the incidence of crack closure. The normalized crack opening stress intensity
factor is plotted against the number of cycles N in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. Figure 4.1
illustrates the application of negative T-stresses, and Figure 4.2 considers positive Tstresses. For clarity some T/σ0 levels have not been included.
The crack opening stress intensity factor observed showed marked features
according to the sign of the T-stress being applied. Negative T-stresses resulted in a
transient opening behavior with an initial increase followed by a subsequent decrease.
This plane strain tendency is identical to that observed by Fleck and Newman [13,14],
Lee and Song [19], and De Matos and Nowell [33]. After the decrease, two behaviors
are observed. The first is when the normalized Kop reaches a stable steady-sate value,
and the other when no stabilization is seen, regardless of the number of cycles of
loading. Without the observation of a steady-state behavior, it cannot be assumed that
a steady-state nonzero level of closure exists.
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Figure 4.1. Transient Behavior of the Normalized Opening Stress Intensity with
Negative T-stresses, a)Kmax/KIC =0.1, b)Kmax/KIC =0.3,
c)Kmax/KIC =0.5, and d)Kmax/KIC =0.7
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Figure 4.1. (continued)
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Under positive T-stress, a steady-state crack opening value was observed.
Furthermore, rapid stabilization of opening stress intensity values was seen. The
opening stress intensity factor was found to be stable after cycling the specimen for a
few cycles. For each level of normalized Kmax and each level of T-stress a steady-state
is observed as seen in Figure 4.2. A similar tendency was observed through the whole
range of normalize Kmax applied.
Therefore, the answer to the question regarding the existence of closure under
plane strain conditions is not absolute. Crack closure under plane strain conditions
exists for all geometries with positive T-stresses. For negative T-stresses two
behaviors were observed. A region was seen where stabilization took place which is
associated with the existence of closure. This region corresponds to the stress
intensity levels of Kmax= 0.1 with T/σ0≥-0.5, and Kmax= 0.3-0.7 with T/σ0≥-0.4.
Therefore, it is believed that in this region crack closure exists. For the other region
corresponding to Kmax= 0.1 with T/σ0<-0.5, and Kmax= 0.3-0.7 with T/σ0<-0.4 no
steady-state crack closure was observed.
The range where no stable closure was seen generates some questions. The
amount of crack extension is considered to be sufficient, but there is no criterion to
determine if this number is adequate to produce a stable opening stress. Lee and Song
[19] have suggested that extending the crack four times the monotonic plastic zone is
necessary to produce stable values. For each level modeled in this work more than
four times the plastic zone the crack was advanced, and no stabilization was seen. A
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definition regarding the existence of crack closure is not clear. If stabilization implies
the existence of closure, then there is a region where no closure exists.
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Figure 4.2. Transient Behavior of the Normalized Opening Stress Intensity with
Positive T-stresses, a)Kmax/KIC =0.1, b)Kmax/KIC =0.3, c)Kmax/KIC =0.5,
and d)Kmax/KIC =0.7
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Figure 4.2. (continued)
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4.3 Variation of Closure with T-stress
The opening values Kop/Kmax were plotted against the normalized T-stresses
T/σ0. The opening stress intensity factor value was taken as the last value observed in
the transient behavior. Figure 4.3 exhibits the pattern of opening value for each of the
four levels of applied K evaluated. Fleck and Newman [13, 14] and Roychowdhury
and Dodds [31] observed that crack closure decreased as T-stress increased. Fleck
suggested that there was some point near zero where crack closure vanished. The
results here reveal that crack closure decreases as T-stress increases for negative Tstress levels, and at T/σ0=0 crack closure exists ranging from 0.2 to 0.24. For positive
T-stress values crack closure levels increase as the T-stress increases.
The effect of T-stress on closure can be observed more clearly when opening
values are graphed versus the normalized stress intensity factor Kmax/KIC as shown in
Figure 4.4. These two graphs demonstrate clearly the influence of the T-stresses on
the crack opening stress intensity factor. Higher absolute T-stress values produce
higher levels of closure for both negative and positive T-stresses. However, it should
be recalled that no stabilization was observed for some of the simulations with T<0,
specifically T/σ0=-0.8, -0.7, -0.6, and -0.5.
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Figure 4.3. Normalized Opening Stress Intensity versus Normalized T-stress
a)Kmax/KIC =0.1, b)Kmax/KIC =0.3, c)Kmax/KIC =0.5, and d)Kmax/KIC =0.7
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Figure 4.3. (continued)
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Figure 4.4. Normalized Opening Stress Intensity Factor versus Normalized Stress
Intensity Factor with a) Positive T-stresses, and b) Negative T-stresses
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4.4 The Existence of Crack Closure Under Plane Strain Conditions
In light of the results obtained in this work, it is possible to make some
rationalization of previous results regarding crack closure under plane strain.

4.4.1 Region of Crack Closure Incidence
From the curves for transient behavior of opening stress intensity factor it can
be seen that steady-state crack closure exists for all the stress intensity levels with Tstress levels given by:
(4.2)

0.4

Combining the biaxility ratio, β, with equation 12 and normalizing with W, the
following relations is found
.

(4.3)

√

Where W is the specimen width.

4.4.2 Discussion of Results
Some previous studies that considered the MT specimen will be discussed
next.

The biaxiality ratio for the MT specimen is known to be -1.0 [37-39].

Replacing this value in equation (13) the following inequality is obtained:

√

(4.4)

0.4
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This relation is plotted against a/W in Figure 4.5. This plot shows clearly the
occurrence region of steady state closure for the MT specimen.

Figure 4.5. Normalized Stress Intensity Factor, Kmax/(σ0√W) versus Normalized
Crack Length for the MT Geometry
Fleck and Newman [13, 14] modeled the MT with a/W= 0.5, and
Kmax=0.22σ0√W. They observed transient crack closure. However, from Figure 4.5
steady state crack closure would have been expected. It should be noted that mesh
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size is essential in detecting plane strain crack closure. It is speculated that the mesh
size used was perhaps too coarse.
McClung [17] utilized the same geometry with a/W= 0.3 and W= 1000. He
reported crack closure for the applied stress level σmax/σ0=0.4. Assuming these units
are millimeters, a/W= 0.3 and W= 1 m. With

√

0.3 it is concluded that he was

working in the steady state closure region. In a similar way the work of Lee and Song
was also verified [17]. They used a geometry with an initial crack length, a0 of 20-23
mm and W= 35 mm. The stress level loading analyzed was 0.13. This gives a
√

0.175 and a/W=0.3 which is located in the steady state crack closure region.

De Matos and Nowell [33] also worked with the MT specimen. They used a/W=1/45,
0.4≤σmax/σ0≤0.7, and σ0= 1000 MPa which gives

√

0.1057-.185. They did not

observe crack closure because they were working in the transient crack closure zone.
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CHAPTER V
A MECHANICS BASED STUDY OF CRACK CLOSURE
MEASUREMENTS UNDER PLANE STRESS
5.1 Mesh Refinement Study for the Middle-Crack Geometry
A mesh refinement study was conducted to determine the appropriate mesh
size. The opening stress value was defined as the point where the y-displacement of
first node behind the crack tip loses contact. This criterion has been used by many
researchers as discussed by Solanki et al. [21-22]. Figure 5.1 a) shows the opening
stress versus the normalized mesh size da/rf where rf is the forward plastic zone for
the stress level σmax/σ0=0.3. The plastic zone size rf is given by:
(5.1)
Where α= 1 for plane stress conditions. It can be seen that the opening stress value
does not converge when the first node criterion is used. Instead, the opening stress is
observed to decrease as the mesh size is decreased. Identical convergence difficulties
using the first node have been reported by McClung [17], and Roychowdhury and
Dodds [29]. These researchers have recommended using the second node behind the
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crack tip. Results using this criterion are shown in Figure 5.1 a). Convergence of the
opening stress is clearly observed when the second node is used. Thus, the second
node behind the crack tip was used to determine the opening stress for this research.
A mesh size of da=0.01 mm in the region of crack growth was chosen for this
analysis. Using this mesh, the requirement of having at least ten and three elements in
the forward and reversed plastic zones respectively was held. The transient behavior
of the opening stress is shown in Figure 5.1 b).
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Figure 5.1. a) Convergence of the Opening Stress for the MT specimen with
σmax/σ0=0.3, and b) Transient Behavior of the Opening Stress
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To validate this analysis stress levels σmax/σ0 of 0.2 to 0.6 were employed, and
then compared with previous research. Figure 5.2 illustrates the opening stress
obtained against maximum normalized stress. A good agreement is seen with the
work of Solanki et al. [21] who used very refined meshes in their studies. These
results gave confidence in the methods used.

Figure 5.2. Opening Stress against Normalized Maximum Stress
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5.2 Compliance Ratio and Adjusted Compliance Ratio Methods
According to Donald [4] the CR method and the ACR method are the same
near the crack tip. This statement was evaluated in this section. To this end, the
compliance ratio method and the adjusted compliance were evaluated at several
locations between the crack tip and the centerline of center-cracked specimen above
the crack plane.
First, the transient behavior of these two methods was compared. Figure 5.3
shows the transient behavior of the closure ratio U against crack extension given by
the CR and ACR. It can be seen that near the crack tip the two methodologies give
similar results. However, significant differences were observed when using remote
displacements.
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Figure 5.3. Transient Response of ACR and CR a) at the Crack Tip, b) at the Middle
of the Specimen
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The variations of the closure ratio with different measurement locations are
given in Figure 5.4 and 5.5. Also, how the closure ratio varies along the y direction
above the crack tip is given in Figure 5.5. It is observed that near the crack tip CR and
ACR provide essentially the same value for the U ratio, but a significant difference is
observed when the UCR is evaluated at the middle of the specimen. In addition, it
should be noted that CR technique detects little closure when using x=0, y=0.02H as
the displacement measurement location.

Other measurement locations were

evaluated, and similar results were obtained. The hypothesis that CR is sensitive to
the measurement location as Donald has suggested [4] was thus confirmed. Also, it
can be concluded that UCR and UACR are equivalent only when using near crack tip
displacements. However, the CR method is difficult to implement in experimental
work due to the difficulties making measurements near the crack tip.
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Figure 5.4. Variation of UCR and UACR Along x-direction

Figure 5.5. Variation of UCR and UACR Along y-direction Above Crack Tip
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5.3 ACR Method and ASTM Standard Compliance Offset Method
The performance of the ACR method was evaluated and then compared
against the ASTM standard compliance offset method. Figure 5.6 shows the transient
behaviors against crack extension for two measurement locations. Similar patterns are
observed in the transient response for the ASTM and FE methods. Also, it can be
seen that ACR provided higher values than the compliance offset method.
The U ratio was evaluated for locations between the center of the geometry
and near the crack tip, as shown in Figure 5.7. This graph reveals that ASTM method
is more sensitive to changes in measurement location along the crack surface than the
ACR method. The variations of UACR and UASTM ratios observed were around 6% and
10% respectively. Also, the variations of UACR and UASTM when varying the vertical
measurement location near the crack tip are given in Figure 5.8. Both techniques
show a small change when the distance from the crack plane is increased, however,
the ACR method shows less variation. The ACR method gives higher U values at the
beginning and then decreases gradually until a constant value around 6% less than the
initial value. The ASTM method gives U almost constant values near the crack tip,
and then increases gradually.
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Figure 5.6. Transient Response of ACR, ASTM and FE Method a) at the crack tip,
b) at the middle of the specimen
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Figure 5.7. Closure Ratio Determined with the ACR Method and ASTM Standard
Method

Figure 5.8. Variation of UACR and UASTM near Crack Tip along y-direction
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Some observations can be made regarding the ACR and ASTM methods. It
should be noted that ACR method provides significantly higher values than the
ASTM Method which implies that ACR detects lower levels of closure. Near the
crack tip, the ASTM standard method gives a solution nearest to the FE solution.
However, this difference is attributed to the offset employed in the method. If a lower
offset was used it is expected a closer comparison with the FE solution would result.
5.4 Location Effects on ACR and ASTM Methods
The UACR was evaluated for a wide range of measurement locations
comprising several parallel planes to the crack plane, and these results are shown in
Figure 5.9. It can be seen that measurements of UACR located between the crack tip
and center of the specimen almost are constant. Figure 5.9 suggests that UACR is not
sensitive to change in measurement location along the x direction behind the crack
tip.
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Figure 5.9. Locations Effects on UACR at Different y/H Distances
In the same fashion, the ASTM method was evaluated, Figure 5.10 shows
these results. This graph reveals how sensitive to location the ASTM method is.
Behind the crack tip a significant variation for parallel planes near the crack plane
was observed.
It should be noted that a minimum is observed in both Figures 5.9 and 5.10.
The minimum occurred close to the actual crack tip. Near the crack tip the standard
method gives a measurement of crack closure identical to the finite element solution.
In addition, it was observed that the nonlinearity produced by the plasticity at the
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crack tip is feasible to capture at a maximum distance of y/H equal to 0.24, and a
maximum distance of x/a=3.04.

Figure 5.10. Locations Effects on UASTM at Different y/H Distances
5.5 Location Dependency for ASTM Method
Figure 5.10 showed that a significant variance in the closure ratios exists both
behind and ahead of the crack tip region. While the ASTM E647 standard method
was not being evaluated in this research, the results obtained caused some questioning
about the location dependency demonstrated by the actual procedure. With the
purpose to prevent any premature conclusions, the compliance offset method was
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evaluated with a zero offset value at some locations. Figure 5.11 shows the closure
ratio previously presented with 2 percent offset and the closure ratio belonging for a 0
percent offset.
Figure 5.11 shows that the U values with a zero percent offset are almost
constant for an identical range used in the previous analysis regarding the ASTM
standard. Moreover, it is observed that closure ratios values with 0% offset are
relatively close to the values provided by the FE solution. In addition the fact the 2%
offset results demonstrated dependency of the location measurement suggests that the
accuracy of UASTM is suspect.

Figure 5.11. Locations Effects on UASTM at Different y/H Distances with Zero 0%
and 2% Offset
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Figure 5.12 shows the graphical application of the ASTM standard method to
determine the crack opening stress for the location x/a=0 and y/H=0.02. This figure
shows that the crack opening stress varies accordingly to the offset criterion selected.
It is observed that the values change significantly if the offset used differs from zero.
However, the most relevant observation is that the ASTM standard compliance offset
method shows dependency of the measurement location.

Figure 5.12. Application of ASTM Standard Method
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5.6 ACR and Residual stresses
Residual stresses are present in many components before they start their
fatigue lifetime, and these stresses influence the fatigue life. Residual stresses alter
crack closure measurements. Therefore, a tool that was able to quantify the influence
of residual stresses in crack closure measurements would be of importance. It has
been suggested that ACR is able to remove the influence of residual stress [64-65].
Therefore, this section was dedicated to investigate this issue. As was indicated
previously, the center-hole geometry was used for this portion of the research.
5.6.1 FE Solution and Residual Stress Field
A residual stresses field was introduced into the model through the application
of a single overload. An overload equal to 0.8 σ0 followed by a subsequent unloading
induced a residual stress distribution shown in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13. Profile of Residual Stresses Applied to the Center-hole Specimen
A refinement study was conducted for this geometry with a stress level of
σmax/σ0= 0.3. Also, it was verified that the number of elements in the forward and
reversed plastic zones were at least ten and three, respectively. This effort indicated a
mesh size of 0.01 mm was adequate.
The finite element solutions for the opening stress with and without the
residual stress field are given in Figure 5.14. It is seen that the effect of the residual
stress on the crack opening value is a significant increase during the early stage of the
growing process. However, after the crack has extended beyond the compressive
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residual stresses the opening stress starts to decrease (U increase). It is expected that
the crack opening stress would eventually reach the steady state value.

Figure 5.14. FEA Solution for the Closure Ratio of Center-hole Specimen
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5.6.2 Measurement of Closure under Residual Stress Field
The UACR and UASTM were calculated in a location near the crack tip at a
distance y/H≈0.015. First, the transient behavior of the closure ratio is shown in
Figure 5.15. It is observed that the presence of residual stresses significantly alters the
crack closure measurements for each method. Again, the ACR method provided the
higher values for U. Also, it can be seen that the standard method gave the U values
closer to the FE solution. In addition, each method seems to achieve a steady state
condition.
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Figure 5.15. Closure Ratio Determined with ACR, ASTM and FEA: a) No Residual
Stresses, and b) Residual Stresses
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This study was extended to include other stress levels including σmax/σ0=0.3
to 0.6. Identical conditions to assure convergence of the opening stress values were
applied to each stress level. A larger mesh size of 0.02 mm was employed for the
stress levels of 0.5 and 0.6. Then, the ACR and ASTM methods were applied to
determine the closure ratios for each level (last value observed in the transient
behavior) for the node residual stress conditions. The results are given in Figure 5.16.
The ACR method yielded the highest U values, and these values changed little with
stress level. This suggests that ACR method is not able to detect a change in the stress
level.

Figure 5.16. Closure Ratios against Normalized Maximum Stress
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In a similar fashion, the closure ratios were determined in the presence of a
residual stress field for each stress level, and they are shown in Figure 5.17. A
significant increase in crack closure amounts is observed for each method. It suggests
that all the methods are very sensitive to the presence of residual stresses. Again, the
higher values of U ratio are provided by the ACR method, and the closest values to
FE solution are provided by the ASTM method.
A direct comparison between UACR values with residual stresses and no
residual stresses is given in Figure 5.18. A significant difference is observed in the
closure ratios especially at lower stress levels. For higher stress levels the ACR
method does not seem to be sensitive. For stress levels σmax/σ0< 0.5 very different
values for UACR are obtained.

Figure 5.17. Closure Ratio with a Residual Stress
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Figure 5.18. UACR with Residual stress and No Residual Stresses
If the ACR method has the ability to remove the effects of residual stress, then
specimens with and without residual stress should produce the same da/dN for the
same applied ΔK. This implies that U be unaffected by the residual stress. This
behavior is not seen in Figure 5.18.
Therefore, the assertion that ACR method is able to remove residual stresses
in the specimen is not supported by these results.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Plasticity Induced Crack Closure under Plane Strain Conditions
A modified boundary layer analysis has been conducted to investigate the
occurrence of crack closure under plane strain conditions. The finite element method
was used and implemented with the WARP3D code. It is concluded that:
•

The transient behavior of crack closure is different for positive T-stresses and
negative T-stresses. Positive T-stresses show a typical monotonic of plane
stress behavior, and negative T-stresses display an initial increase followed by
a peak and subsequent decrease.

•

It is believed that the relation

.
√

indicates the steady state

closure region.
•

A correlation exists between normalized opening stress intensity factor,
Kop/Kmax and the level of T-stress.

•

Steady state crack closure values were observed for all the levels of stress
intensity factor when positive T-stresses were acting. However, when negative
T-stresses are acting the stabilization was limited to the stress intensity levels
Kmax/KIC= 0.3-0.7 in the interval T/σ0≥-0.4, and for Kmax/KIC= 0.1 in the
interval T/σ0≥-0.5.

•

The opening stress intensity factor Kop/Kmax falls between 0.18 and 0.52. In
the range where steady state closure was observed the Kop varies from 0.18 to
0.26 for negative T-stresses and from 0.2 to 0.32 for positive T-stresses.
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6.2 Crack Closure Measurements under Plane Stress
A finite element analysis has been performed to evaluate the adjusted
compliance ratio method to measure crack closure. Comparisons were done against
the established ASTM standard compliance offset method. In addition, the properties
of ACR method were investigated. The following conclusions can be made.
•

The CR and ACR methods produce similar results only very near the crack
tip.

•

The ACR method provides consistently significant higher values of the crack
closure ratio U, which implies that a smaller amount of crack closure is
consistently predicted by this method under constant amplitude loading.

•

The ACR method shows a smaller sensitivity to the measurement location
behind the crack tip on the crack surface. A higher sensitivity to the location is
demonstrated by the ASTM standard method compared with the ACR
method.

•

When the vertical distance from the crack surface is increased when making
displacement measurements, the ASTM method is more sensitive than the
ACR method.

•

In the presence of compressive residual stresses, each of the methods
predicted higher quantities of closure.
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•

The UACR measurements with and without residual stresses were significantly
different. Thus, it is believed that ACR does not remove the effect of the
residual stresses.

6.3 Summary and Main Contributions
In this work the behavior of the crack opening value under plane strain
conditions has been studied. Crack closure was clearly observed over a wide region of
conditions regarding various constraint and stress levels. Hence, it is expected that
these results will contribute toward an understanding of the apparent discrepancies
regarding the incidence of crack closure observed in previous research.
Considering fatigue design applications, estimations of the crack closure
levels are needed. This effort provides an ample range of conditions regarding
constraint and stress levels. Therefore estimations could be performed using the
charts included in this work provided that the biaxiality ratio is known.
The crack closure measurements are essential in the prediction of fatigue
crack growth rates. Alternate methods that facilitate the practical implementation
would be of great importance. A clear understanding of the performance of the crack
closure methods will help to adopt better procedures to implement in practice. Here,
it was proved the CR and ACR methodologies involves less calculations, however
both consistently gave higher results for the crack opening value. Specifically, the
ACR method was found to be in general independent of measurement location.
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In addition, it was observed that the standard method provides crack opening
values closer to the finite element solution. While, the ASTM standard method has
been implemented in practice, the results obtained here showed that the standard
method is dependant of the measurement location when an offset is used. Therefore,
some revision of the ASTM E 647 standard method would help to solve discrepancies
found in crack closure measurements regarding the 2 percent offset.
6.4 Future Work
Regarding crack closure under plane strain conditions, it is suggested the
modeling of some specific geometries, for instance the (MT), (SENT) and (CT)
specimens under specific stress levels. The resulted crack opening values could help
to adapt and validate the values provided in this work.
On the other hand, the ACR method has opened a new alternative to evaluate
crack closure measurements. However, the mechanics fundamentals of the method
are not clear, and investigation approaching this aspect would be beneficial. The
question of why the ACR method gives consistently higher values compared with the
standard method requires an answer. The ACR method seems to be insensitive to the
stress level. This effort involved stresses levels of σmax/σ0=0.3 to 0.6, therefore, it is
recommended that ACR will be evaluated for lower stress values.
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Another aspect that would need investigation is the damage that has been
assumed to occur below the conventional crack opening value. A finite element study
would be of great help concerning this issue.
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